
Damage on Car RPCX 103 Description  

 ”A” & “B” end trucks inspect for defects caused by the derailment per FRA “Major” derailment 
procedures. 

 Remove all four – 5 ½ X 10 disc brake wheel sets for shipment to an approved AAR facility to 
perform AAR wheel and axle inspections per AAR Major Derailment rule 36 A. 1-a  

  “A“ & ”B” end truck teardown and dye check for cracks 

  “A” & “B”  end truck repairs 

 “A” & “B” end coupler repairs based on inspection 

 Repair cracked/damaged jacking post on all four corners 

 Replace in kind or repair damaged “A” and “B” end’s fluting above jacking pad area 
 

Damage on Car RPCX 104 Description  

 “A” and”B” end truck inspect for defects caused by the derailment per FRA “minor” derailment 
procedures.  

 “A” and “B” end truck teardown and dye check for cracks  

 “A” and “B” end truck repairs  
 

 “A” and “B” end coupler repairs based on inspection 

 Repair cracked/damaged jacking post on all four corners  

 Replace Axle #1, #2, #3, and #4 condemned during inspection for non-repairable gouges and 
major derailment classification of bearings.  

 Fuel tank, brackets, and fuel line repairs,  

 Air reservoir mounts and piping repairs  

 HVAC unit mounts and piping repairs  

 Repair and replace smashed window, frame, and support  

 Repair or replace fluting in center of car  

 Replace “BL” corner post  

 Replace “BL” steps  

 Replace “B” end cut levers  

 Replace “B” end marker lights  
 

Damage on Car RPCX 106 Description  

 “A” and”B” end truck inspect for defects caused by the derailment per FRA “minor” derailment procedures.  

 “A” and “B” end truck teardown and dye check for cracks  

 

 “A” and “B” end truck repairs  

 “A” and “B” end coupler repairs based on inspection,  

 Repair cracked/damaged jacking post on all four corners  

 Replace axle #1, #2, #3, and #4 condemned during inspection for non-repairable gouges and major derailment 

classification of bearings.  

 Replace “B” End coupler carrier  

 Remove and/or replace “B” end draft gear  

 Replace “A” and “B” end buffers  

 Repair or replace “B” end fluting  



 Replace “BR” corner post  

 Replace “B” end cut levers  

 Replace “B” end marker lights  

 

 


